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United Press International

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, February 2,_1963

IN OUR 84th YEAR

•••

Three new Rotarians were installed into the 'local club on
Thursday. Henry. McKenzie was in
chege Of the 'initiation program
and presented the initiation in a
novel fashion.

The dangers of home tile become
sort of involved. You never know
whoa to expect.
Few weeks ago our left big toe
turned pimple for no apparent
remain. We coukkin remember
dreaming a hammier on it or
kickug anytime uneasily hard.

Rev. McKenzie had three -speakers. one to present the -past of
Rotary, another the present and
another the future.

The purple gradually went away
and about a week later there it
was as purple as a new turnip,
not swelled or anything, just
purple aka a bad looking purple
either.
Realizing that we did not want
to go through life with a purple
big toe we immediately set out
to diseover the cause of this
phenurnenon.

4

run
much

D

Turned out Illtrertels pretty simple.
One of the kids had a ball point
pen that was overlocsked 'when
the blue jeans were washed and
the -ink ran out into one of our
sucks. Everytirne we wore those
socks, the Roe turned purple.

Ralph Woods gave the past of
the local club, telling how the
Paducah Club sent a telegram to
-Murray to see if sufficient interest -Was present here to begin
a Rotary' Clue Vernon Stubblefield Sr is the only -menther of
the club today who was in the
original club The club was formed 33 years ago
Etatorial Department desks are empty of reporters. During publication
this area is• veritable base of burry.

A1t4rral Hospital

shrouds communications
equipment These err machines that
transmit tape to Los Angeles, Paris.

Plates intended for use on the presses
thr nigh; the strike began lie "trines- Ls the mune spot for the duration

Over 200 Killed Or Injured
As Planes Fall Into Crowd

Nearly 1400 Dead
F.WU Europe's Cold
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Rotarians Are
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Hiram Tucker presented the present, telling the new members how
the chki a-as formed in Chicago
and it has grown today until it
has clubs in 128 countries of the
world

Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County
Vol. LXXXIV No. 28

Cuba Is Arsenal
For Reds Says
Strom Thurmond
By DARRELL GARWOOD
WASION. GTON (Inn — Russia has
nearly 600 anti-aircraft -missiles.
400 tanks and 2,000 pieces of artillery in Cuba, according to the
Defense Department
The department revealed the intelligence flanges in a dianute with
Sen Strom Tharmond, DSC , Akio
said his 'purees reported much
more equipment on the island.
The Pentagon said there is no
evidence of Soviet offensive weepons or nuclear warheads in Cuba.
Some
estimates
the
have, of
a spokesman
saidThuNT"nd
are at
-wide variance" with official in1 eligenee.

evaluated data collected by U S
intelligence from continuous tutveil-lance and other sources.
"The information obtained by
our intellegersce is being made
public tie the extent it does not
compromise intelligence sources,"
he added.

Pacific Storm
Leaves Damage
In Its Wake

By United Press interregional
M'attion Rayburn presented the
A drought-breairing Pacific norm
Thurmond sail "informed sourerfuture, pointing out that all of,
es' told him Russia had an "air disintegrated over the Northwest
Carious — Adult ...,............69
LONDON IUPO — Food and fuel the clubs pulling together can ac- army" of 30.000 to 40.000 troops in today leaving a rmaterreilion dolIt le list be good Mk because it
ibortages grew more critical in complish great things in bringing Cuba, rather than the 17,000 re- lar swath of destruction from
seems to last and kilt.
Britain And Europe today- as a re- underatanding, peace. and good ported there by President Ken- flooding and mudslides.
Emergency Reds
0
will in the world.
ANKARA. Turkey RN — Salvage at 6.500 feet, two minutes Wore stet of lashing blizzards ate ail/
Reading -about a now machine
Fresh cold wanes bore down on
nedy
Pato-tits admitted
.......
0
squads searched the ruins of Aat- the Viscount airliner coming in sort) temperatures.
aorne,ne -invented to translate one
the northern Rockies, Plains and
The new menhers are .Anicrs
„
Patient clinaisaed
0
Thurmond
11
Sen.
has
proof
of
tered homes here today for vic- from 'Lebanon was to ,harve landlanguage into another Lherybody
New Citizens
0
Weathermen predicted the enow Tackett. Hall Mait'uataa and Glenn any kind to support the informa- Midwest.
was all heed up about it beTexas sizzled in record-breaking
adnegled from Wednes- tims of Friday's two-plane crash, ed. Seconds earlier. the Weiner's and cold acarld last several more Wooden
tion he has released which differs 90-degree temperatures.
cause with at a peargaste could day 8:30 •. nets friday 8:311 a. m. Which took the highest toll of Britith pilot had reported "flight days at
For.owi ng the initiation cert.- with
least. Nearly 1.400 deaths
Intelligence."
official
a
be fed into the machine. regardThe three-clan. ornlauetit of rain
Bert E.
, at. 6; TOttrity ground-dwellers rn peacetime his- riorm al
have been attributed to the harsh more Eugene Schanbacher. of the eaukeqinen. said. -she Depeareer)t
.less of the language and it would Steele, 1628lleoei
Miller; Owen West, tory.
weather, the worst of the century attendance committee Presented of Defense would like to receive in Carefornia and Nevada left swolThe
Viscourst,
virtually
cut in
come out In Engaish.
len rivers, flooded lowlands. and
1112 Poplar; Jerry Simmons. Rt. 3,
pins for umeterrupted attendance lee, evidence
'More than 200 persons were half by the collision, crashed in in Europe.
highways clogged with mud Nine
Hazel; Witham Ralph A bison. 3041
to a nambe r of Rotarians/
2 killed or injured when a propjet flames into the noonday crowds in
Not only that but the machine Sou 11th Oscar Kline,
(1arne and agriculture officials
persons were dead arid 800 borneMany Differences
Luther Robertson received a pin,
New Con- airliner of the Lebanese owned busy' Itluee
Square, the "woes- reported livestock and
would operate in the reverse; cord: Mrs. Nacinys Filbeck,
less
wild life 'for 27 years of -attendance witheut
Re 3, /tickle East Airltnes and a Turk-, roads of Ankara "
manner. Put in a manage In Benton; Bill Stovall, 1409
were dying by the thousands in neasing a meeting-.
In addition to the troop figures,
The storm was temoerated he
Olive; ash air force transport collided
English, dead the longue(' you Cherie' W. Creasan, Benton
,four the senstor and the Pentagon die an unexpected high oressure area
The diet) Is divided ire
The air force C-47 slammed into the seven-week-olo cold wave.
Hotel, and. =wired ento downtown Anwant wee out It comae in dial Bentrii, James Turner, Rt. 5;
-in Southern Californis.
the Citadel in old Ankara. hurl- Crops over much of France and teams with H T. Wald rop, R. w fered on a nectar of points
L. D. kara during the own rush
language.
Rene, Nev.. was a inuclhole illoodliars. Rh fetille FOCifilSon. New
ing flames wreckage into nearby Itely were damaged severely.
the-re
figured
rxl
An cabled announcement said
ed by the Truckee Stever, but Ow
Concord: Mrs Dovie Bray, 1005
Hiram
as
homes.
tem
Tucker
captains
flee
on
&me
wand,
en
'
West
6
-merit) pilots flea' their
WI -17 persons aboard the planes.
As a test, the quotation "the Eke Benton, Fleetwood
fortune *heels ft the ortrthrtig
Th
Chu
e re
:
cont eti
tlevEalm
l,sTh
ga:
l geMP
Thurn
ao
;
remaE
t'rouch,
tor and
the_i
l thee
including five Americans. and 21
spirit is wilting bUt the flesh is Lynn Grove; Mrs Earl Wade
Fires started by the airliner 1.000th mercy mission to airdrop beat attendance Attendance among
paradise spsn on unamplet
less
Crick,
400
food
than
and
coal to the gebound isleast-Si Turks on the ground were criath temporamiy trapped clerks
weak" was put into the mach me Rt. 1, Akno, Thomas Lovett,
Another surge of retie air bore
four
learns
from
the
Rt, 3;
ranged
89.2
lands
off the North Sea coml.
billede-lbarteen of the 138 in- and customers in two banks on
in English and it was to come out Lawrence Berrrharck,
down on the Plains. drappitig the
more
were
there
said
1208 W.
Thuirmone
cent
cent
to
91.1
per
per
Temperatures fell to 4 degrees bem Russian.
Main: -Mrs Pearltie -McNutt. 1012 jured -were ested as -hopeless the square and about 30 stores, low
than 2 000 aretlery pieces in Cuba, temperature at Lewistown. Mont
zero. freezing &tips in harrestaurants and coffee houses. A
Calloway. Mrs. Joe Rob Miller and cases."- •
tee Pentagon said there fere from 38 to 6 degrees below zero
and
bors and halting Rhine River barge
Came out in Russian this way baby boy, Kirksey;
Cold wave warriegs were issued
Turtey's• •hatthest • officials. in- dozen parked cars were destroyed.
Mrs. Aubrey
be
than 2.000.
.
Iiipments of coal to major cities.
"the whiakev is strong but the Earl Storn and baby boy.
from Montana to Indiana lifter
Rt. 1, cluding Preaderrt Cenral Gureel
Vital fuel and coal shipments
It took firemen three hours le
meat is rNaten".
According to Thurmond there first
day of the new year
Alm; Mrs Latham Cennanghan, and Premier. ismet Inonu, toured
bring the flames under control. to Frankfurt were slashed in half
were more than 1,000 mortars, but Friday.
212 South Ilth ; Leon Jones, 1403 hosentals. treTe today searing frrstand deakes we-re forced to raWhich goes tO StrOw ysiti that It Henry
the Pentagon said there were less
The lower Rio Grande Valley
hand athounte of the dual crash Traffic jams blocked the patths of
anthulancers and commandeered pri- tion their smallsupithes.
is better to learn a foreign tang- Patients dismissed from
than 800
and the Texas Panhandle Friday
Wednes- from injured survivors
vate cars carrying the dead. and
uagv. think in that language, then day 8:30 a. m. to Friday 8:30 a.
*earned in record breaking terra
The collision eusppened in fog
In East Germany, the Commum.
Thurmond srrid there were al- ,rierature_s which reached a high of
injured to overcrowded trospitais.
!Peak in it_
Mrs. Lucy Stoner. Dexter. Miss
ne...a news agency ADS said food
most a thousand anti-aircraft mis- 90 in CottrIla Tex Amarillo's 88
Sheri Thornton, 1621 Hamilton;
The al•My threw troops around gores were open only three hours
siles in Cuba, but the Pentagon degree reading was the highest
No Wonder that w much dif- Mrs Lowell King,
central Ankara and assigned de- a day in fesenaeh and HeibgenRt. 1, Ruthersaid the figure was less than 600 ever recorded there in Febniary
ficulty arises -when the heads of ford; Master Randy Darnell,
tails to break up the street-clog- stadt because of food and fuel
Rt. I,
Mrs. Ella Smith, 70, of 31.1 surface-to-air measles
nations get together and can't Farmington: Mrs...Mattie
Parts of Coiorado. Kansas and
ging crotials Every available doctor shortages. Many newspapers did
(lark, Rt.
understand a word of what the 1, Benton, Mrs. Cwl Jones
and medical techracian. including not publesh because of a news- Che.tnut 'Street Vagused"
And the senator said Rutnians Southern California also had read-ey hat
and
other is slaying firm hand.
night at eight o'clock it the &flit- had nucleartipped FROG missiles Mies in the 80s.
baby girl, Rt. 4; Jerry Cats, 103
membereof the staff of the Amer- print shortage
ray Hospital Her death was at- with a range of 300 miles, but the
The rain storm which lambed
North 16th.; Alvin Brandon. Rt.
ican hoe:Fele turned out to help.
The young man had asked for 5; iMrs Oma
East Oerman schools, closed tributed to a heart attack.
Pentagon said the rrrissiles, haw California and Nevada moved into
Jackson, Rt. 4; Mrs.
The crash was the first es the
daughters,
Survivors
a art) with the auras. ana job, Eunice Grubbs, Rt. 5;
five
are
eatery of Middle East Airlines., since and-January- because of fuel
a range of only! 50 miles. and The Pacific Northwest today but
Mrs. Henry
Just so he could travel with the Lovers, Rt 5; Prentice
the firm which owned the Vis- thortages. will Pot open until Mrs' Ode" BarThell" 3" Ch
'
"
'
I wt; there is no evidence they have nu- -could generate no more than a
-̀ t
Overby, Ftt.
'Mne
Leman
circus.
!Parrish.
clear
Murray
Feb 16, ADN said
light drizzle.
5; Mrs. Leidy Baas, Rt. 1; Mrs. Wilwarheads
count.
Severe beards in Poland halt- mute six, Mrs. Luther Herodias,
Alms* two feet of water filled
ford DMUS, (Expired) Lynn Grove
Nearly 400 persons last night
The owner of the circus. thinktret Highway; 'Mrs.
mute
one.
Admit
Joseph,
Mrs.
Al
No Evidence
ed all road and rail traffic. The
the streets of Reno: three major
Archie Griggs and attended a chili aupper and hand
he inuent be able to Make an baby fire Rt.
Detroit,
and
Cahoon,
Mrs.
Tip
mercury plummeted to 22 degrees
transenournain highways were cov2, Benton, Mrs. con sert at Murray High School
Thurrnorod said he had reports
aseistant lion tamer cut of the, Charles Miller and baby
below. Polish army engineers dy- Madisonville, Kentucky: three
ered with mudslides and water;
The event was held ta help pay
girt 315
milW
ballistic
to
a,ung man, took him out to the So. 15th,
sun
Walter
Smith,
Lincoln Park, cif ..1°°
1°0
namited Baltic Sea harbors to
the Napa River in northern Cali'Mrs. Charles Lannon and elf the final $950 for the new band
range
in
mile
1100-2.200
a
with
Roes
Michigan,
practice cage.
Strath. Victoria,
keep them from freezing an,
earner poured over four dams.
baby boy. 102 North 15th
which were bought last
Mrs.
In Britain, blizzards hit the north Kansas. and Cletus Smite Charn- "Ptieriereund faethtles The Pe"' forcing 200 persona from theu
Galen 'Myers, Rt. 3. Puryear. Tenn.; fall Parents, patrons anti friends
of
evidence
had
po
said
-'on
tat
pa:en.
The head lion tamer, a beautifull Vieniam Slecki,
one half-brother,
and west country again Friday but
homes and washed three houses
Beale Hotel; Mrs. gathered in tht- cafeteria of Aistin
young wail-nen, was lust start wig Clyde Smiley and
London had brilliant sunatanetantla A. B. Outland Rector, Aricansee; such missiles
in the Vita River
baby girl, 414 for the chili ripper then moved
e
her rehearsal Entering the cage South -12th , Tommy
Thirty families had to leave
temperatures in the 20's Along the 24 grandchildren, and 15 greatThe Pentagon mokeaman dad not
Steele, 1826 to the auditorium of the School for
she removesi her cape with a l MaIler
&neigh border !MOM reduced yin- -grancichn Id ren.
Periect
challenge Thurrnond'a claim that thesr borne; as five streets in the
the concert
Mrs' Smith was a member of Cilia has 150 crease mettles, pre- sawmill town of Chester went um
florish and standing in a gorgeous
bility to 10
blocking roads.
Band Director Phelip Shelton
the church of Chret at Seventh sumably for use against shipping, der water
costume, metioned to one of the
Cara were abandoned
presented all three bandit last
NOW YOU KNOW
liens Obediently the lien crept
and Poplar Street where funeral and that Russian submarines are
Near galeforce winds turned
night.
The Calloway County Lakers
By United Press International
servicee will be held. Bro. Paul "resupplied in cobs and call fre- seven-inch southern Idaho snot
toward ,the young woman, licked
The Cadet hand, the beginning booted the state's laat unbeaten
Lake
Titicaca,
on
SAFE
the
TOWN
Peruvianher ebbow and rolled over evsice.
Matthew's will conduct the riles quently!" at the island.
park into aimless waterbeds over
Bolivian border. Is the largest in- band of the school, rendered six teem from the circle of perfect
Monday at 2:00 pm. Burial wild
night. Idaho Gov. Robert E. Sint
selections. five by Ftelwan and one records last night at Cadiz on
land
lake
in
South
UNOOLINTON,
America
N.
C RIB — This be in the Ricks cemetery.
with
"'The information contamed in lie declared four counties erne:
"Well," said the owner to the
by Ortone. Abide with Me, Merry the strength of a free throw with town of 6.000
an
eetimated
area
of
3
persons recently
500 square
The M a x Churchill Funeral Sen. Thurrnorweri weekly nenvslet- gency areas.
young mere "thank you could
miles, weorchng to the World Al- Widow Waltz. Rely Boy, Amerika nine seconds te go
passed es 10th year without a Horne him charge of the arrange- ter," the P
- entagon apokeeman said,
learn to do that".
High waters doted sehoob
pi,
:
the Beautiful, Aima Mater and
Mickey Boggess poked in the feel traffic accident
manac.
ments where friends may call.
"is at wide variance with carefully Maim towns.
Aura Lee.
Trigg
ehecked
that
tons
charity
"I'm au re I could, sir", said the
They received enthuilastic re- County His 41-40 playing fts
soung man, "but-eirst you'll have
sponse from the audience.
fifteenth game et the seaans
t get that dontout of there".
The Junior Il tith Bandender
e
with'nit is setback.
the direction of Mr Shattion gate
Calloway planing a deliberate
five selections: Sonora by Ortone. type game that airriciet brought
Liza Jane by Reynolds, Lazy_Day the Lakers victory over Lowes
and Holiday in France by Piato three weeks age, got a 13 point
w p.sad
and The Mikerio by Sullivan Their performance front Sammy Boutperformance caused much com- den. In additem the Laker quinHigh Yesterday
60 ment in the audience. Mr Shelton tet fired in 45 per cent of its
Law -Yeeterellay
31 said that the band seemed to cry, shines connecting on 14 of 31 at7:15 Today
a
46 sneeze this week into a well playThe Murray-Calloway County I .Kentucky Lake: 7 tern. 354.5.
ing unit. '
At 'the same tirrw, the heralded
chistrial Fund is growing stead
Sunset 5:23, sunrise 658.
The program was concluded by Trigg County club was having
after lopping the original goal sr
the Murray Symphonic Band. This trouble !Ending the range wound
$150.000.
Western Kenittioky — Cold wave is the senior band.
up the game with a diwnsal 32
James Johrreon, executive secrewarning tonight. Windy with ocThe program of the band includ- per cent.
tary ut the dharnber said yestetcaaiorial rain or drizzle ending and ed Indian's State Rand by Ferrer,
Billy Armeatrang scored 12
dey that the fund had groves by
turning colder early this afternoon. Winter Carnival by Stuart, Over- points for the
losers who led it
three more irwestors to $16288K
Itigh todey in the low els. Windy turne Internationale by- Ployhter halftime 16-13 Calloway
broke
Murray Fabrics. Inc purchasel
arid turning much colder with and two movements of Manhattan on tfei 7-4 but
the host teem
one share at $500. Correnunicaticsr
, cold wave and a few snow flurries Vignettes by Stuart.
outtacered the Laken; 12-8 in
Workers of America. AFL-CI I,
I INDONESIA
tunieht. Low tonight near 10 above.
A special selection was one com- the accent period for the midway
Local 3315 'purchased one alma e
WI MILLION
•
PROMOTED -Word from HaPartly cloudy and very cold Sun- posed by Paul Shahan director of advantage.
at 1500 and National Stores pervana is that Orlando Marday.
the Murray Mete College Rand,
Slowly Calloway sliced wee-ay
Chased two shares at $1.000.
tinez (above), former parkTemperatures at 5 a. m. f123T): entitled Holliday- in Spain Mr Sha- the margin and was down by
At least four other shares have
ing lot attendant at the
houtsville 51. Lexington 46. Lore had was present in the audienee only one point. 24-25.
SOVIET FOREIGN AID The Soviet has disia O out about !even and a hair potion cellars
at the
been committed tnit contracts hive
Varadero Beach Hotel in
den 40. Bowling Green 56. Paducah and was recognized by Mr Shelton. euset of the fihel period.
In roreign aid since the program got underw ay in 1954, after Stalin's demise, and here le
hot been received as yet.
Havana, now la manager.
47, Hopkinsvele 82, Covineton 45,
where about two-thirds of It has gone. In a II, Soviet bloc aid has gone to 26 nations.
Alt three of the hands received
Ray Whitley.. and 'Mickey
it is anticipated now that the
Martinez, 32. bosses a staff
Evansville, Ind, 48 and Hunting- alpplauire from the appreciative au gem aLao contributed -10 man
It's a mere dribble compared to the $97 6 bi Ilion the U S. has doled out since 1946, but
fund will reach nearer $160,000
of 112 in the resort hotel.
ey
(Contras
dish
out.
Preset
th
what
must
of
the
ton, W., Va., 46.
making
are
&Adele
the
thence,
each to the- Laker attack.
than the original goal of $150,000.
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City Resident
Passes Away
Last Night

Concert Held
Last Night At
Murray High
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1
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Weather
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Trigg From
Ranks

Industrial
Fund Grows
To $152,850
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Russ Track
Invasion
Is Success
By JOHN .GRIFFIN

&

TIMES

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SPORTS PARADE
By OSCAR FRALEY
I ewe ?raw laterwaUttaal
MIAMI BEACH RIM— 'The
Rose Bowl game was the mcat
widely watched televised tweets
spectacle of 1982., a apoosone
sports committee disclosed today,
beating out the Sunday Work!
Series game which usually is
tops.
You oan argue all your little
heart desires with the estimates
given out hy various rating systems as to how manly people
watch any stated event on the
idiot eye.
But when the guys who pay
the freight are satisfied, I'm going to take their Word tor bow
many peteile rushed to the refrigerator for another brew, lit

labial Prow letereetaaal
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1500
NEW YORK COPT — Russia's
Madison Ave., Memphis, Than.; Tune & Late Bldg., New York, N.Y.;
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
tbressesran track invasion of this
country already is a record-buttEntered at the Poet Office, Murray, Kentucky, for trangrussion as
ing success. and flOW 11Wti of the
Second Class Mattes.
Soviet sears are forecasting they'll
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. By Carrier in Murray, per week
set more worid Discords.
20e. Per
month 8.5e. In Callovray and adjoining counute. per year, $4.50,
'1 Itharik I ean do 27 feet inelsewhere, $11.00.
doors." claimed lanky, rawboned
'ger Ter-Ovanesysue who Friday
"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Coma:lenity is the
night broad jumped 06 feet, 10
Integrity at es Newspaper"
inches to take the world indoor
record in that event eivraY frattl
U.S. Olympic champion RelPh
SATURDAY —FEBRUARY 2, 1963
Barden.
"1 think I could do 7 feet, 3
inches easily, or even 7-4," eaid
Valery Brunel, whuse 7-2 high
jump itizoke American John
John Thomas' meet record in
Sy UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
the Mall:rose track meet at MadiMIAMI — Nicholas Mohendano, explaining why he quit son Square Garden.
his job as a mechanic in a coffee urn factory and left HaValery Buleehev. third member
of the Soviets' triumphant trio,
vana with other Cuban-American refugees:
"I'll take orders from a Cuban, but not from a Russian." wasn't making any forecasts. But
he clicinst have to, in the wake
JACKSON, Miss. — Detective Chief M. B. Pierce, denying of his 160.8 victory in the 880
The city bowiing tournament
yard run — lese than a second
that attorney William L. Higgs was arrested on charges of
slower than the worki record held last weekend produced the
contributing to the delinquency of a 16-year-old youth. Higgs held by New
Zealand's Peter isolkeelng resubts:
sought the admission of a Negro to the University of Mis- Snell. And this in his
Hatton Garner will receive a
hist race
sippi:
trophy for the 236 scratch game
on boards.
he rolled .in the tournament.
No Record Try Tonight
"Nobody can claim we framed him, because this
is a
Dennis Barden received a total
--The Russians won't be recentnorthern boy instead of a southern boy."
shouting tursighit. when many of of 836 scratch to win the high
the Mailrose track stars move series for the tournament. Barden
WASHINGTON — Senate Minority Leader Everet
t M. to Philadelphia for the Inquirer roiled 205. 204. 2r. He will reDirksen, commenting on the State Department
news release
meet. They'll be holding ceive a trophy.
which angered Canada by saying it should
L. J. Hendon scored a 321 to
arm with nu- their lire until next week's Ian
clear weapons:
Angeles Tunes meet in lee An- take high scoring honew. in, the
scratch singles event.
"I don't think this was handled in the best
geles.
manner—to
Rickie Tichvell scored 184, 193
But there could he no denying
have- provoked an immediate and
tart answer from our
that the Soviets stole the show and 223 for a total of 600 and
neighbor to the north, with whom we ahifays
enjoy a mast in the Millrose
meet, which saw with his handicap of 81 tut eel
felicitous relationship."
a total of one -vorld record end for top honors in the high teem
six meet records set before a series for a trophy.
OTTAWA — Prime Minister John
Singles winners are as Pal-lows:
Diefenbaker, defend- sellout crowd of 16,216.
ing his sharp reply to the United States'
Ex-Marine John Uelses, who L. J. Hendon 673, Gene Camppublic challenge
of his nuclear policy:
set a meet record of 16 feet, bell 063. arid Al Lindsey 650.
Doubles winners are Dennis
one inch in the pole vault, ,is
slated to compete tonight in Barden and Tom Wallace .1264;
Philadelphia. So. too. is Bruce Gary McClure' and Vernon Riley
Kidd. the oddly geeed Canadian 1249; arid James Couk and Jerry
who set -a meet mark of 841.0 Jones 1237.
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
All events winner was Al Lindin the two-mile run ten will
switch to the one-mile in Philly seY with 1009 for nine games
New concord's Redbirds won a 64-55
decision from- Mur- JohnRedlY' who anchored
Gmr- wlef
Tay Training last night to cop the Callow
elixkla
edadica
doubles
P tournament were
ay... County champ- getown s team te a rneet record
ionship crown.
of 7732.0 in the two-mile relay, set for hat night. this afternoon,
and Sunday afterrs ,r) The deadwill run in the 1,000.
funeral arrangements for Noble
Knight who lost his
Along v.iith Brume'. other Mill- line -for entries is Sunday at 1:00
life in a gas expiosior. Thursday
are still incomplete. The rnse meet
record setters were o'clock.
time of the funeral depends on
whether his son, Airman Turn O'Hara of boyoki
The bawling fee is $1.20 erith
of ChiSecond Class Noble Knight, will be
able to come home from cago with a 401.5 one-mile and prize fee $1 05 per person.
Korea.
Jutta Home. the blonde bwely
The Murray State Thoroughbred
s had to come from be- born Germany who ran the wornhind in the third quarter to
defeat the University of Miami en's 60-yard dash in 6.9 seconds.
'Hurricanes 69-65 last night.
Feet Win Over Boston
For Ter-Ovanes.yan. Friday'
Friday afternoon a group of
interested Calloway County night's lain
marked the first time —
citizens met at the college to
discuss the needs of the he lwas beaten Boston
in nine
county for a program in Mental
Hygiene as a service of face - to - face meetings. Beaton,
the Calloway County Health
now stripped of both his indoor
Department.
and otaskor world marks did
not think it was sirriply a case

Winners Are
Named hi
Tournament

Quotes From The News

•

Ten Years Ago Today

•

•

Read the Ledger,.
Classifieds

20 Years Ago This Week

•

LEDGER & TIMES FILE

•

Fire, attributed to a faulty
chimney, caused damage
estimated at $2500 to the
home of F. M. Perdue on South
Eighth yesterday.
Dr James H Richmond,
President of Murray State College. has been named chairm
an of the War Drive for
the
Red Crass of Calloway. County
.
Way-mon C. Osborn, Hazel
City Judge, died at his home
Saturday afternoon. He
was an active member
of the
Methodist. Church and a
leader in the Republican
Party.
G A "Bert" Hale, who
had been in the mercan
tile business 50 years at Faxon,
died at his home Sunday
of compllcations following a week's
illness.

30 Years Ago This Week
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

The bonded indebtednesa
of Calloway County is
reported as $290,000 for
roads and bridges and owed
on claims,
810.000 The county's
assessment for 1933 taxes is
$8,581,605.
The sale of automobile
license tags have been some
slower than last year The
sale to date totals
about 800, while
last year at this date
929 had been sold.
Murray ,has been selecte
d a.s the site for tAe
State Medical Association meetin
g in September.
Some 500 leading
surgeons and physicians
of the state are
.expectedto attend.
S. L. Hartas of Murray
route five received the
top price of $20 for
season's
tobacco sold here Monda
y

he jumped,
better," Boston sizes up the defeat.
Brumel tried three limes for a
7-3 high jurnp, but missed
once
and slipped it/wire on take-of
f.
Later he yard his spikes were
ton star. — he will get longer
ones — and he was wary
of the
landing cushion—elarrata of learn
rubber instead of the uisual rubber chips.
Gabriel Kernbirov. reach of the
Ittraiare. said he had expecte
d
Ter-Ovanieiryan's bread jump record. but admitted Bulishev's 880yard 'am was rawnething of
a
dletprise in view of hes lack
of
eeberience in beard racing The
sleacky Russian. built more like
a fu lbackdean a runner. spurted
from behind on the lea lap
to
catch US stars Ernie Cunliff
e
and Jan Dupree'.

with a
low cost
WANT AD
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up another stogie or ruched out
with the ,ball on the one-'ant
IF IT'S
erne to have their car hibricated
SPORTS
with formula rust disPosie.
KEWS WE
And according to the statistics
IT
which satisfy than for their mulu-million outlier irwestrnene no
less than a tuna 1 of 50 million
folks watched Southern California outlast comeback Wisconsin.
Systems Suspect
The various rating systems
have to he suspect, particularly
if you remember • certain wealknown pollster who predicted
without equivocation that a' cerLOUISVILLE, Ky. Ian — Dick the American Bruadcasting e'o.'s in fourth pokiee with 5142.
tain man named Hurry S. Tru- Weber, 125-pound mite from Bt. national
The qualifiers:
television cameras at
man couldn't win the presidential Louis, won the qualifying trophy 320 pin. EST today in one-game
easily Friday nista as he shot sets with the moiler emergin
election in 1948,
g
Dick ,Weber, St. -Louis 5270;
But ,while the sponeors' com- 9270 for 24 garnets in the Profes- $6,000 richer.
Eddy Jackaun, Cincinnati 6201;
mittee was thaniting the Malone] sional Bowlers Assauciation $23,400
The renal evening of the quali- Harry Smith. St.
Louis 5166; Al
Football League for the privilege Louisville Open.
tier was enlivened by two 300 Thomps
on, CSeveland 5166; Glenn
Weber climaxed a great quali- genies.
of paying the pro grid wheel
Allison, St Louis 5142; Jim Sidia total of $5,375,000 late year fying alert by Mang 133'1 Past
Bill Tucker, of St. Louis was reciter, Tonawanda, N.Y., 5141;
for its games, the boys who sign night to lead runner-up Eddy
Jim St- Johns, Chicago 5100; Fred
tithe cheeks disclosed that it was jacknon, at Cincinnati, by 82 the first le hit a perfect game Leming Yardley
,.
, Pa., 6106; Jur
Thurnbe
with
Dave
rg
pins.
Lake
of
highly astaitning year.
Thus Weber and Jacieron join- Worth, Fla., putting his 12 strikes Knatut, Columbus, Ohio, 60142;
Something to do with how ed
Morrie Oppentiesne Chicago 5065;
14 other PRA sears We the together -an hour later.
much it costs to reach each 1,000
Weber, who averaged 2-19, will Bill Schatifert, Cincinnati 5060;
headettoebead elimination matpeople per commercial--even if ches
today. (Itie derrallets draw be gunning for his llth PBA Bill Tucker, 'Hollywood,
most of them are walking the fur opponen
ts and roll three- tournament title in today's action. 5064; Andy Rogoznice, Chicago
clog, taking a short siesta or sim- game tests,
as die Reid is reduced The all-star icing wen he fust 5061; Billy Welu, St. Louis 5046,
ply tuning out the sound while to eight and
two pre championships in 1959 Earl Juhnson, Minneapolis, 6041.
then rote.
guys with ak their teeth speak
The four survivors go before followed with one in 1960, five
pearly words of advertising wisin -1981 end two last year.
dom.
Don Carter, the game's No. 1
Kidney Danger Signals
Anyhow, the sponsors cornperformer tram St. Louis, failed Getting up sights, burning% frequent or
mittee—meening the guys with
to make the finals. Caron- ended semi, flow, leir pains or backache MALY be
disorders—
the checkbooks who have to be.
up with 4844 for his 24-game Ws/Mill{ of functional Iodine:,
"Danger •tiewl" Help nature eliminate
satisfied—have worked out this
Set..
wee* acids and other waiters. increase I
ranking of the top 14 events. It
Glenn Allison, arxrther St. kidney output with BUILICTS. Taw 30e
is, at least from the best eource
Louis star 'who bed at the end back at soy drug store la 4 DAYS It sot
pisaand. NOW at Holland Drag Co.
available at the moment, quite
of the third round, wound up
_
a surprise•
Caldwell Used Cars
74 14
Rank Sports Events
13ilbrey's Keglers
• Commercial • Farm • Residential
64 24
I'd have bet that the Kentucky Tichvek Paiat
584 291,
Derby and the US. Open golf Bank
of Murray
581 291
charepionehip would have had to Triangl
e Inn
521 354
rank pretty high. But, without Tappa nettes
46 43
INSURANCE
debating their figures, this is the Peoples
Bank
43 46 !
order of attractiveness which Rowkaric Refriger
ESTATE
REAL
i
ation
4 46 i
they saw in 1962:
Murray Beauty Shop
401 471
I. Rose Bowl (50 million view- Lake Step Grocery
COMPLETE INSURANCE COVERAGE
40i 474
ers)
Glinde4 Reaves
33 39
2. World SerieS Sunday (46 Boone Cleaner
231 481
s
million viewers)
High Team Three Game.
3. NFL championship (4.2
Caldwell Used Cars
2398
Gkradel Reaves
2208
4. NFL ThanIcsgiving Day gairne Sabres-% Keglers
2178
(40 million viewers)
High Team Single Game
5. -World Series average (38 Caldwell Used Oars
844
million Viewers)
Murray Beauty Shop
620
6 Sugar Bowl game (best of Glindel Reaves
781
split time)
High ind. Three Games
7 AFL championship. (Surpris- Essie Caldwell
545
ing vote for pm football)
Judy Parker
478
tor per Drug, Pr000ripabou aod Sundry Roods
8. Kentucky Derby.
Katherine Lax
478
9. Cetten Bowe
High Ind. Single Game
WI WILL OS MOOED from
Caldweil
10. Orange Bowe
212
11100
a.m. to 140 p.m. for Moroi+ Hoer
11. Preakness,
Anna .Huie
189
12. Belmont Stakes.
Judy Parker
TS7
13 Masters golf tournament.
Top Ten Averages
14 US_ Open.
Mildred Hodge
158
•
ENDS TON1TE
Judy Parker
Ira,Ira Ira"• 156
Van Patrick, director of sports
"TARZAN GOES TO
Anna Buie
156
for Mutual Broadcasting Sytatern,
INDIA" - Color
Shirley Wade
154
slays that most television and
— I.N lo —
Jessie
163
radio people (as well as news"FIREBRAND"
M u rrelle Walker
151
paper editors) are aggravated
Martha Kneth
147
with these here polls. Van beKatherine Lax
146
THRU
cause advertisers are inckned to
Joy Johnson
144
buy time on a "numbers game"
Gladys Etherton
143
of phoney compilations.

SPIRE

Dick Weber Of St. Louis Wins Qualifying
Trophy Easily In PBA Open At Louisville

Best Dealt For Home Seekers'

WILSON

SCOTT DRUG
Will Be Open This Sunday

Cato:tot

Sunday

But, as long as the guys paying the freient are happy. let's
gm out in the leireen, fellere,
and have one. We've ecit a whole
minute before the game starts
again.

FOR CORRECT
TIME aid

FUN

TEMPERATURE

DAY OR NIGHT

DIAL
63
PEOPLES BANKMIRACLE? YES - Mr. and
Mrs. Sterling Miracle are
shown after their rescue
from 18-below cold at Monroe, Mich. Their car stalled
in • snowdrift on • rural
road and they collapsed
twice from exhaustion. At
one 'point Mrs. Miracle, 52,
had to kick her husband to
revive him. Then they both
keeled over near a farm
how*, and their screams
were beard.

Murray, Ky.

CONCINTRATIE0 LIQUID

DRAIN OWNER- c tiAriER
ealltria HAIR880
FAT

DOUGLAS.S
HARDWARE

Murray Lumber Co. inc.
OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER CO.
IN MURRAY

EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL
104 East Maple St.

4

ap
- tgeon Came to make wac
and she threw in the towe,
mans

Tel. 7534161

OSED Monday
Tuesday M. 4th. 4Ei Rts,
To Regiaup STOCK for SALE
Watch for Our AD Later In This PAPER -
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ACROSS FROM COLLEGE LIBRARY
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lekier, St. Louis 5270;
lifht/t1. 01/1CUIllagl 6206,
ugh,,, Se- LOUIS 5168; Al
, Cleveland 5166; Gime
t. Louis 5142; Jun &ehmawanota, N.Y., 6141;
Sins, Chicago 5109; Fred
Yardley, Pa., 6106; Joe
Dolumbus, Ohio, 6092;
sienheun, Chicago 5065;•
.ufeet. Cincinnati 5080,
ter, H011yesood, Cabf ,
ay Rogitunica, Chasago
y Weht St. Louis 5046,
IMOrk, Minneapolis, 6041.

•

y Danger Signals

nights, burning, frequent or
leg pains or beckaetue may be
uncuonal kidney disorder.eat Help nature eliInttlat
11114 other wanes. /normal
1311(5TS Your Moe
drug more to 4 DAYS it not
N at Holland Drug Co.
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ill said. "No more
a pigeon coop'''
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February 3 through 9 is the wise develop. Where the water
16th annual ..14Ra1iona1 Children't is not Etioridiated, topical appliDental Health Week. As pant of cations of fluoride are of value in
the cebservance, the Ledger and helping to prevent cisu'ay.
Times, an cooperation with the I am now 30 years old and have
Calloway °Amity Dental SocietY, never had any wisdom teeth. Is
today begins a series giving typ- this unusual?
ical questions asked about dental
No, it is not too urnisuaL
health, and the authoritative anTwenty-five per cent of the peoswers.
Is it really Worth the effort to ple never get third molars. Inkeep my own teeth? Aren't artificial dentures just as Aged?
Doting 'the average lifetime, a
Answer to Yesterday's Puma
person consumes some 38 tons of
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
food. That is enough to provide
9-Cactus plant
ACROSS
a banquet for a capacity crowd
51M2 MIREMP MOT
10-AnClent
OOR 0.2.970T 0E9
at Madison Square Garden and
chariot
1 -Ardent
.2pc,Joard Niianm
12-Declared
11-01rrs name
for all of the guests at the world's
13-Wtater
xumm awn
11-Breathee
three largest troteLs. Most of that
vehicle
In
ii1aJUMR2W14
16-Allowance
sleep
food has to be chewed; chewing
OrAdO „11000q 140
for vests
13-Look. fixedly It-Shiftless
is the chief purpose for Which
MON j0274D
14- Prepositio1
person
you -need your teeth.
me almoo NUM
1S-Provoked
31-Shaved
It-Rues.»
WidOOMN iiMME10
Sound, healthy teeth also are
$3-tong-legged
(*Mir
MOW AMU
Mrd
18- Unusual
essential to your appeasance and
OW.fa
0:20130
10-Challengea
26-Test
for proper speech.
ii-Bishoprto
EdE30
17 -Recent
fl-French
While artificial dentures usualiHr-i BM= MOW
ta-Mottarionepriest
ly are attractive and function
&in name
24-14pread for
-Occurrences
as
drying
just
nct
are
they
adequately,
30
43-Exist
34-Platform
25-Dull sound
--'21-Bogs down
44-Obstruct
good as your own teeth, any
15-Imitatts
34-Beal
-Conjunction
47
o
European
1732-Genus
god
28-War
is
hand
an
than
artificial
more
maples
89-Part of stove 49-A state
29-Mane name
4abbr I
just as good as your own hand.
40- Bristle
S0-1.amb4 yen
11- Longs for
name
My neighbor told me her dentist
slowly
31 -Cook
says that teeth can last a life32-Bird cage
34-I.et It stand
time. Is this possible?
'J5.igii card
Yes, it is possible. Teeth are
16-Dregs
16-Sailor
designed to last a lifetime. You
(oolloq.)
and your children can keep your
39-Uneloses
-Jackdaw
41
own teeth if you conscientiotady
42- Mare•
follow the rules of preSentive
nickname
43-Prevented
dentistry.
46-A state
(abbe
The first thing to be recogniz46-Shtnes with
Lx4
,
ed is that teeth resuire dai
ILlas.011,11.s111311.
46-tilemlelie•
care-if they- 'are ..10 remain in
60-City In
good health. This rneam eating
Germany
51 -Collect
a balanced diet low in sweets
and' always brushing your teeth
DOWN
invnediately after eating. In ad1 -Bar legally
dition, it is important that you
2-PoellIve
poles
visit your dentist regularly so
3-Proceed
that any dental problems that do
4-Rea eagle
6-Musical
develop can be taken care of
Instrument
promptly.
sweetsop
Children who, from birth, drink
7-Young boy
3-Preflx: not
watei Containing 1 part per million fluoride have up to 60 per
•
I cent less decay than might other-
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PARENTS N.1NT APNLVE
OF THER BEING TOGETHER ..

1714141BrEdS.
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I

11

-IiitereeffntY If the drier
-away. frm Siarihrittan.- -F'rorif lo
(71A-PTER
"I Si1Ot.t.'.9T, sir.- Ponce Lieu lhe skeleton account that Burns showed signs of careying his
•-isseist Burns said to Homes bad given MM. one tact
Alit/WW-M.A...1WWW.7place outside the house.
lees ovei the phone, 'that you out and Eckhardt voiced it.
It he should go straight Lc
"You muat be very proud of
kens your wile end the Sisaldons start at once for the your boy. Horace. I'll do every- the flow"', they were to wnt
Smithson Hospital." He gave thing in my power to save runt." 1.111 he was inside and thrn ro
take up a position 0st:sue the
• • •
explicit direetions. Then tie
0added, "But above all things, r nine o'clock Willow Farm kitchen door in ease no :
teripted to bolt the way be Nat;
don't give • hint to anyone as
was occupied solely by law Come.
to where you are going"
officers. A trooper had driven
Burns and Ross stood P.:.t"l understand." said Horace. Anna to the Smithson Barracks
"lio.v. have you any blea- and' Ronny Sheldon to the hos- tened against the iv s ii a.
either side of the door winch le:
r/J:1 the vaguest-as to where pital.
from the front tall inta
Kr. Sheldon went?"
Burns had sent for more kitchen. They could e Hooting,
"None. He was scrupulous
about keeping to the very letter troopers to be deployed inside as any attempt to peer around
of his agreement All I can tell and outside the small stone the door frame wou"d have silyou is that he left the how* house. He ordered the police houetted them against ‘lie k!tC1:with the ransom money at cars and the revenue agents' en light.
car driven a short distance from
Harry Matz opened the tack
seven-thirty."
the house and concealed In a door and kicked it shot.
Bur•na, as competent as he
their pres"Hey, Nick!" he called., a
was good-looking, did a tittle small copse so that
alert Harry chuckle in his voice.
private arithmetic. Ronny had ence would not
up.
Burns stepped out into the
said the ransom was to be de- Matz as he drove
He debated with agents Rosa doorway.
iivered at ten. Therefore, since
"Okay, Harry, you're under
Sheldon had left at seven-thirty, and Lynn aa to whether the
the meeting -place must be some- farm should be in darkness or arrest."
In one fluid motion, the carwhere between two and two and not. pending Harry's arrival.
a half hours from Manhattan. Rosa, in his slow deliberate tons thudded to the floor, Harry's gun was In his, hand and
U it was In Westchester or voice, decided it.
"T it e prisoners overheard the kitchen echoed with's snot.
Putnam County, the man, Harry, oodld be back at Willow them through the hot-air regis- But for the first-and- lest -Farm not too long after ten. But ter 0 Mr. Ives' room which is time in his life, Harry's shot
if it was in ,Long Island or New direcUy above tne kitchen. went wild.
There was plenty of excuse.
Jersey, it could be anywhere Therefore I think we can asfrom three to five hours after sume that that is where they He had had a long tiring day,
ten o'clock when he returned. normally sat. Now. Lieutenant, the cartons had been heavy
Burns hung up and turned to we will suppose you are await- enough to cramp his fingers and
ing the arrival of your partner, he was taken by surprise. As
Ronny.
"Now, Miss Sheldon, I'd like bringing a million dollars. Do his shot slammed into the wall
a description of this Harry. Af- you fancy you would go to bed, a foot away from Burns, Ross
took careful aim and fired at
ter that, I'll have a man drive no matter what the hour?"
A light was left on in the Harry's heart
you over to the hospital. Your
Harry Jolted back as a man
family will be there an fast as kitchen and the rest of the
house was In darkness. Burns does when he bumps into a tree.
they ran make it."
He was right. Johnson, the allocated a post for each troop- A look of savage anger swept
Sheldon chauffeur, lost no time er to man at the first distant over his face. Then, already
in bringing around the limou- sound of a car on the road: two dead on his feet, his hand loosed
sine for Agattin and Libby. Hor- behind the barn which was the gun, his body folded in on
ace and Edith had an errand to used as a garage Carlo's sports itself and he settled slowly to
do before they made the trip. Car made that clear-two be- the ground like a bundle of
Professional men, such as tide the front door and two In soiled laundry.
In an instant, the kitchen was
doctors and dentimts, have no the dark 'hall leading into the
crowded with men. Ross pockbusiness in which to plow. back kitcchen.
There was no cover outside eted his gun and said quietly:
their surplus earnings. Almost
-Sorry. Lieutenant. He would
invariably they carry them to the kitchen door because, alWall Street. Dr. Julian Eck- though the night was dark, have been more'use to all of
hardt, probably the most emi- there was still enough diffused us alive. But his next shot
nent surgeon east of the Mayo light in the open to show up would have got you."
Burns smiled dryly.
anyone stationed there. The
Clinic, WWI a case in point.
"I doubt if the occasion callm
For years he had been buying troopers and the two agents sat
and selling at the advice of his In the dark in the old-faehioned for an apology. I should have
broker. With satisfactory re- parlor, talking in undertones. shot first and arrested him afsuite The broker was Horace Nobody ernoked. They had a terward."
The morgue wagon was sent
Ives. Over the years the emen- long wait but they were patient
for, Harry Matz joined his boas,
dation took on a perspnal tinge. men.
At one twenty-seven, the Nick Archer, in the Smithson
Mutual reepeet end admiration
created a strong bond between small sound of tires on a rutty Mortuary and the kidnaping
road shattered the country si- case wan virtually over. The two
them.
Now, taking advantage of lence like the roar of cannon. revenue agents asked Bi ustie
this friendship, Horace phoned Like shadows the men slipped permission to search the hotume
Intensively for papers that
Eckhardt and was fortunate to their posts.
The faint noise grew louder, would help their cane against
enough to find him just finishand now the soft beat of a Archer's estate.
ing dinner. Horace said only:
The night's activities were a
"Julian, I need, you badly. sweetly-running motor could be
heard. There was a aunt+ of shittout tot the law-enforcersAre you free for the flight?"
"If you leed me. yell." Eck- gravel as the car took the curve except for one casualty.
hardt consigned his theater around the house, folkAved by
Carlo has one chance he
the change in quality of tone as
tickets to limbo.
"I'll be over for you in ten It entered the barn. A pause five of pulling through. And
If be doe.. there Is a reckonand a car door slammed.
minutes. I'll explain then."
The troopers behind the barn ing to fairo, i'ontinoe the
Ives told him everything as
the car sped through the dusk did not move. Their orders were Mors hare tomorrow.
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National Dental Health Week
To Be Held February 3-9

•

Mum* Now

ESTON

E

_

RUG
; Sunday
amdry
from

:NOS TONITE
•
RZAN GOES TO
STDIA" - Color
- 5.• Ii FIREBRAND"

f2c held at American Legion Hall,
Mayfield, Saturday night, start 8:00
FOR SALE
NICE MODERN BRIIL.1( HOKE
-SERVICES OFFERED
2-2-P
AaRTNENT, SEVEN ROOMS fur rent near co/lege. Call 753- p.m.
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES &
ff2C
upstairs. Gas hetit Call 753-5660. 4567.
PIANO TUNING AND R.EPAIR.
furniture on Main street in HarHarold Bone, telephone 753-3938.
FOUR ROOM HOUSE WITH
CREDITORS
TO
NOTICE
din. There's a aiga in trout if
rhe
bath at 402 South 4th St. Call AftifitIINISTRATION HAS BEEN the house.
f5p
753-1812.
t4c GRANI/E) BY THE COLTNTY
OFFICE PosiSEEKING
GIRL.
_
FOLLOW- 5 OVEIRTOF' HOGS W'EIGH 275
COIURT WONT
Has good- references. ConNEW tUNPURNISISED Apartment.
to 300 Cos. Sell on pole will dress. tam.
ING EEFIWITIS TO WIT:502 S. illth
Prefer married couple. 1619 West Harry B Seville, Jr., Dee'd,
15 weaning Hampshire pigs. Dial tact Elmer Marcus,
OP
Main. Call 753-6930.
fdc St.
13c Dolores V Seville, Murray, Ky, 753-4397.
M.
Adrnizeititasiitata, % James
Lasedter
WANTED
I T Crawford, Deed.,
Murray,
Administrator,
Key,
1-1
I
ELECTRIJ
PARTS FOR ALL
Kentucky
WILL TARE CARE OF Elderly
shavers at Lindsey's Jewelers.
man or woman in my home. Dial
121c Fred Parker, Dec'd,
Mrs. Virgfnia Parker, Murray, 753-12.68.
K,eritucky, Route 8.
DILL ELECTRIC IS NOW EquipWANTED TO BUY - Strictly clean
ped with high amperage trans- Iva M. Jones, Dec'd,
former to thaw out your water Mrs. Ruth Spann, Lynn Grove, rags, Ledger & Times.
Ky., Admirristratrix
pipes. For any • type electrical
work see Dill Electric, located at C. E. Charles Haile, Decd'.,
LOST & FOUND
Murray Drive-In Theatre entran- C. M. Baker, Murray, Kentucky,
Administrator
fie
ce. Phone 753-2930.
F. IS. -(By)NIcDaniel, Dec'd., LOST: ONE TIRE CHAIN ON
LACKING FOR CLEAN, WELL- Wells Overbey. Administrator, Northwest side of town or on
Murray, Kentucky
cared for trailers it a reasonable
Murray Route 2. $5.00 reward.
price? We invite you to compare Nevin G. -Wall, Dec'd.,
150
7,53-6720.
quality, prices and fair dealings. Kenneth Grogan, Murray, Kentucky, Executor
13 on the lot, new 10' wiles
coming. As low as 10 per cent E.' D. Shipley, Deed.,
down. Matthews Trailer Sales, Dan Shipley, Executor, Murray,
Highway 45, Mayfield. CH 7-9068.
LoveRobert
P14.0, IILIND--Kentucky, Route 5.
march7c
joy, 26, Greenwich, Conn., ta
AR persona. having claims against
happy with a doctor of philWANTED: 500 BA.RRELS Yellow said estates are notified to preosophy degree from the Unieaa corn delivered. Paying $6.50. sent them to the Administrators
versity of Michigan. He has
Calloway Cbunty Soil Improve- or Executors verified according
been totally blind since a
ment Association. Dial 753-2924. to taw, same to be presented to
blasting accident at age 11.
tiC said Administrators and Executand has relied on a phenomors in due course of law.
enal memory, Braille and
FOR EASY, QUICK CARPET
D. W. Shoemaker, Clerk
"readers" along with a lot of
. cleaning rent Blue Lustre Electric
assistance from his wife '
Dewey Ragsdale,
Shampooer only $1 per day. Crass.
Deputy Clerk
Karen. Lovejoy will be an
Furniture.
economics tnatructor at the
Calloway County Court
University of - Mexico.
HOMEWORK PUN? - Linda
ROCK AND ROLL Dance to be January 1963
Lowell, modeling student of
West 1.os Angeles, finds a
way to make her posture
practice fun at Santa Monica.

FOR RENT

5142.

ut with

_

*Buy SELL TRAh RENT HIR HELP

PAGETEMZE
cidentally, whether or not you
have ,wissican teeth has nothing
to do with how wise you are.
The custom of calling the third
molars .iviscicen teeth apparently
arose just because the teeth appear late, usually from the 17th
to the 32nd year.

•
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AIME AN' SLATS

THIS IS AN ODD PLACE! IMAGINE
INTERVIEWING A MAN WHO'S
MERELY DELIVERINCz A BATCH
OF FRESH
MACKEREL.

by Al Capp
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OFFICE

Vowtaidt, Veal
Miss Donna Ruth Grogan,Becomes Bride Of
Clarence Woodrow I-Jeri:don In Ceremony _-

EXECUTIVES

here's a
new value
Metalstand s in desks
60' Double
Pedestal Desk

S

car Csisoler

c.bruy 4th
The Kiriesey Baptist Church
Wsiman's Missionary Society will
meet at the 0.)s:tech at 7 pin.
••
The Mother Singers of Calloway County High School PTA
e will meet at 7 p.m. Each member is urged to attend.
•r• •
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
First Baptist WatIS will meet with ,
Miss Frances Brown at the Home
Management House at 7:30 p.i:
•••
The Kathleen Jones 'Circle .1
the First Baptist W.MS will meet
at tht home of Miss Lorene
Swann at 7:15 p.m.
•••
The Annie Armstrong Circle of
the First Baptist W.MS will meet
at the home of Mrs. George
Ligon at 7:30 p.m.
•••
Tuesday, February 5th
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
,the College Presbyterian Church
will meet at the home -of Mrs.
B. F. Scnerffius at. 1:30 p.m.
• • •.
The Woman's Suciety of Christian Service of the First Method* Church will meet at the
church at 10 am. with Dr. M. B.
Wade of the MSC History Department as speaker tua "What
N Tellt -Your Children." The executive board will meet at 9:15
MRS. CLARENCE WOODROW
a.m.
HERNDON JR.
•••
In the candlelight sanctuary of pink
Croon I of the First Christian
flowers. She carried a
the First Metlextist Church on Frenc
h bouquet of pink carna- Church CWF will meet at the
Thursday. January 31. at threehome of Mrs. Cullen Phillsps at
. sons and 1.1ies of the valley.
thirty o'clock an the afternoon,
2:30 p.m.
John,sumer
,
Rdiped
Miss Donna Ruth Grogan, daugh• ••
ter ad,Mr and Mrs. 1-"011 Grogan, served Mr Herndon as best man.
Group II cif the First Christian
The Sr•ensicen included R"bert
becalne She bride of Clarence L
Church CV/F will meet at
ee, Eddie Lee Gi.„.,gait, brt,ther ; home
the
of, laze.
Woodrum Herndon Jr., son at
Davy Hopkins at
af
the bride. arid Bob Herndon,
and Mrs. Clarence W o od r o
2:30 p.m.
b„.h„ of the gr„orn.
'Herndon Sr.'
•• •
Elrother Harvey Elder. minister
for
Group IV of the First Christian
-Mrs- Grt
ct"e
her
of the church of Christ. othciat- etaughter's 'ean
wedding a dusty nese
Church CWF will meet at
the
ed Nit the double-rtrig ceremony. lace with triatching .acceise.iries home
of Mrs.. Don Shelton at
Two vases ind 'white chrvsan- and en her shoulder was pinned 9:30'
a.m.
thernuits. white stock, and laurel
ng orchid corsage. Mrs.
•••
matchiwere placed on the ea=
. table Hmodon. mother of the gr Ken,
Murray Amembly No. 19 94:ler
between which was placed two wore a drew of beige eillt ehan- of
the Rainbow for Girls will
large alter candles': flank:rig
the tung with mat.ching accessories meet at :the Masonic _Ball _as_
7_,
akar tab.
-burned
cathert-a and'
aimed 2-15.2The
'
l
candles in seslen branched can orchid
PIEL
at her shoulder.
•••
cSelabra.
Irrersechately following 'the cer- . The King, Daughters Sunda
y
emony the parerrs cie the bride.
School Class of the Scotts Grove
Preceding the ceremony t e assisted by
Mrs. Harry: Jeniclm Baptist
Church will meet at the
candies were lag/sued by acolytes cerise friend
the bride. enter- h,me
ri,f Mrs. Herman sLos-ina at
12-rbert Sufablefield and Johnny mined -with - sr recept
ion In the;;
p.m
Querterrnous A anagram of cup- social rooms
of the church.
•••
nal MUSK 9.73.5 presented by Miss
The bridal cable was overlaid ; The pelts Depor
tment or the
Dianne Mailer. Elkton; Kiss Jan- with an unparted
cutwork linen: Murray
ice Turner. Pidua,h; and Mis• cloth center
Woman's Club will meet
ed with an . arrange"; at
the club house at 720 p.m.
Susar. Smith. Benton, ,ssocalers, mere of
whtte stock. whin(
'bride's Hostesses will
and etas Richard Farrell.
be M esdam es
organ- roses and Baker's
fern
flanked George Hart. Grave
at. Mrs. Farrell's selections in- on either
s Sledd, A. H.
side
eluded -Andantino" (Franck i.' sticlec h,›Yhrag by silver candle- Kopperud. Hugh Oakely,
and
thrke-'ensnr:ed tapur,
!„Th
••Cantilenii" (McKinley). "Jes:.11,„ pers. 1The -four-t
iered wedding Joy of Man's Dearing" (Bock), cake and large punch
bowl were
'Dreams" IMcArres). -13 rid al placed at each
end of the =VA.
(Wagn
er) and the 'WedMarch"
Serving the cake %VW Mrs
ding March" (Mendelsohn).
Marvin Wrather. aunt of thi
-too THIATIOIL
bride Mrs Bur•on Young. ai•-.
The vneal Irtr
'sasiM "C)Perfect an aunt, served the
punch
. Miss
Len-e" (Berniby) and Miss Turn- pat Harwo
Open - 6.00
Start - 6:45
nd.
presid,i
er sang -I Love You" 1Griege
at the register which was plactei
FRIDAY & SATI•RDAY
The bride, easermg anth her l :n
a round table cis-erect with .
father, who gave her in marriage,
tkior length antique irkrawn
wore a floor least,h itaeo
01 N.e., work linen cleh laid over pink.
Bouffant white velvet apphqued
in the serv'sn,IC were
areund the Sabrina. necichne
sigere of the bride. Msthe front or. The bodice panel ees Bonnie Burrs. Owensboro,
and at the bottom near the been Marsha,Chumbier. May-field, CurCarline with hand re-embredered ole Outlsnd. M urr a y. Carea
imported Alencon lace ernbresd- n"liamerient• M et r oPol i
5.
.
ered with 9eed pearl
.
, _The dress Shirley Taylor. Owens
boro. ar.d
was rise in 'princess lines and Mrs C7ier Grogan. an aunt
of
THE BIGGEST WAR
featured ring fitted sleeves with the ilride•
Mrs Keith Hall fe:ace and seed Pearl appliques to
SPECTACLES OF THE YEAR!
- )
accent ..he posinibs art the wrist. :c for -the occasion
The
rk:rt held heavy pleats ih
! r.rr traveting the orlue A...r
e
the bock• wfach formed a chapel a light turquoise elle with trtattrain . The awn' tiered finger tip -chine prfnt
blouse_ white
veil was attached en a white reovee. and w:iite silk straw
hat
veiver piuh,,a with white veh,
et and black pur-e and
Her
met., atop the mra..:
front brim mestage was the ,
,rch:d fr m h. r
of seed pearls and heareit ern- bridal
t"ucluel'
bri:iderert lace She carrie
After a 51.r:r
white. Bible qf h4.r grf.at d a bride and
w- sn Wit! residr.
• grandmother. Margaret -McGill 400 South Sixteenth Street
. Nitar"SUBMARINE SEAHAMK" stsssitto
H,,eker's covered iv m C ii WhIte
ray;.,2
JOHN IIENTLEY• BRETT HALSEY
velvet, edged with seed pearls
guests ineitHf'd
. „„'''`it,.,?;.,
AMERICAN•INTERNATIONAL PICTURS
and
a
white
colore
lip vq.sped
d
""rs'
orchid. with
"-4"kireq`• granclin'eshbeade,s. r
and er
PARATROOP COMMAND" starring Richard
the bride.
, gtepcianota which_ were
Itsoaireri kris Lynch Wit Hocian•lionmy
Tres
tied to, , itre Billy Ch::Ire,A. and Mr. and
daugh..
Art AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURE
the sea-earners with len-ers kriots.
j'hT
iWe°. PeariliCa
'Mr'
Joe
Mrs
-P-L-U-SSwl-il'eicrhA'"rwee"culiliur•dirift
ki
mvirekrA
.. Ks
es
leY
el.T1d
r
'if the
M
ilrs
ud'J
g
!n
'
l
es
and a strandof tiny c„1,tured
Wert Pad.:cah. Mr and
lbs t=-7..1 Wyse 045.: tali ate hint'
pearls bel,,rsking to a gif.-:+r friend
,
Mrs: Price Dole,
•
-if
‘71"n' e12
R"
rY
.....m
plik.
. M7
andM
:ng
raP
T"a
e... T
r,Pn
er:
'
:
r—**
9
my F,-surettee. Mrs Harry
4
r—.Nsa,SION
Cols-Attending the bride weft- Miss man
Mrs D:,W..:ltngt'c
Mrs
-Anne Wrather.. maid
h Yrk'
MarY Rerrst
;
t7 C14..7
QUAlt
Cha
rET
cousin of the bride;MLIS Bet•..•lea t Anett
and gon. Pernbrkr
;
Hart, bridesmaid. alit, cousin of Emery
Str,ud vh.i•ograph
44. ,he bride: and Mime Nancy Hem.
te,0;!. i"-•11.STARTING SUNDAY!
don, junsor bridese. naid. ester of
the groom. Muse Wrather end
Mr and Mr, Hernd,,n,
pare...•
e
SsrIBUY
._Mins Hart.. wore identical- .floor ensertamed saute .
length dresses of Empress satin, rehearsal dinner in the'
privPau de Soie with a matching dining room .4 'he
Trianv
EDWAROG
pill box hat
: with Erns. trim,
Sa*.irday evencl.:;
American Beauty tieni.eatih slip.. Tyr,- er.ted gifts
per!. -arid whita-gloives They car- •
a*•‘•nd ir.'
At, arrar.ge" ?nett French brAlquets. edged with rner,t 1 p rk
wni'e carnaTine
lace.
'pink carnations. Amer. -.
he tau'
ican Beauty rases, and lilies of r' 0., 7 • vt-re.
f
IV(
the s-alley. !Attie Miss Herncem
•
wore a dress of coral pink similar ih design to the other attensiants with which
he wore
Wriite accessories. Her matching
pill le ix hat was covered with
anialienteS
h

lila now look in executive
ne.er-befont
pricisl The Metalstond 60-esdi
dovbIst pedestal desk is a
work-saver, time sayer, manors.
sayer! Salted enamel finish i•
Metallic Grey, Ocean Spray
Goer. Or Sahara Ton. No-glor•
Cinolisirrn top in prey, preen
or
kilos Check tisese outsrandirsp
featured

egeg
$15950

furniture at o

--

-'
_

_
I

_
•

IL
'

Includes all these
superior features:

10•1511.1•••

1. Adjustable glides level desk es
uneven Soar
2. Ample vertical filing space
3. File drawer glides at a touch
on ball-bearings
4. Island base styling means feet
room and cleaning ease
5. Auto lock in center drawer
locks all drawers
6. Desk dismantles easily for office or
Nom* installation

4
2

3

Call today to see it!

All the facts ... FASTER, COMPLETE..
in oneiwriting with a Moore Register!
The fastest method known for preparing
multiple-copy records ... on counters.
on trucks...wherever records are .needed!

;1.4*

:a

t

You Say* time and money by using
tiro • for
marn•r rol sudS copisrs.

ttio

e Moore Register
. and Moore Continuous
s
Register Forms for preparing records.

Idest for re...stee
at ooT,ii

For fostor posh•li•1••
rotord

For lass orlib
/Misr• logd1.1111.

. . with completer-ca.
:astral.

A Register for every use a. . a form jais
-2- "every nee. tot• we elevOlkEfi.
t
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• desk!
Snap-
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iyping
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'UTILITY TABLE'

t

"Register
forms

Si 395

r•sa,

Se
•

I.

Ideal for the student in the family. Makes
homework more attractive. Us• it as a typewriter table, "TV" stand or work bench. Has
roomy tenter drawer end shelf for books..
Also handy in the kitchen. Rolls smoothly on
four casters... opens up to 39" x 17" and is
typewriter desk height. Heavy gouge steel
and strong piano hinges. Will lost a lifetime.
Green or gray finish.

for the Kitchen

/

NUM •1111•11

IskanIfeEd
looks

Just Call 753-1916

Tags
Sweat
Checks

Full Line of I orms, Manifold Books, Sales Books

and Ask for Greene 0. Wilson

Mpr§N°
ROBINSON 05110163

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT

- MY 1..A

Ge
stuil7
eat

Read The Ledger's
Classifieds

Holds op to 100
d..•pl.cos• loon sot*.

Multiple copies prepared in one wrng
ra;,,e you speed

PAIURRAY
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•
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